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Getting Started using NCGAS tools
Get started on ncgas.org – we have tutorials on getting started on Jetstream, how to gain quick access to our field station allocations, and demos of all of our tools.  We also offer support for workshops, consulting, and software set up!  Feel free to ask
us for demos of our webtools!  

This project was funded by the XSEDE Jetstream Research Experience for Undergraduate Program and the NSF grant ABI-1062432 supporting the National Center for Genome Analysis Support.

Introduction and Abstract
Field stations increasingly leverage remote sensors for large scale environmental data collection.  Here we demonstrate a proof-of-
concept workflow from data collection via remote sensors to presentation of summary results on a remote - and therefore fast and stable -
cloud server.  Environmental data is collected via Raspberry Pis in several locations and the data is streamed to the server on XSEDE's 
Jetstream, housed in part at Indiana University, through low-bandwidth messaging.  The Jetstream cloud server does all the heavy lifting, 
exporting the data into a database, running automatically updating summary scripts to produce graphs, and hosting a Drupal-based
website to present the data to collaborators or the public.  While we use compact data in our demo, larger databases can be backed up 
on XSEDE's Wrangler, a large scale storage server also housed in part at Indiana University.  

The end product is automatic aggregation and back up of sensor data onto a stable website that does not require a in-house server or 
large bandwidth on-site.  This workflow is packaged into a ready-to-use and publicly-available Jetstream image, meaning researchers 
could use their own sensors and R code for custom graphs with very little set up.  Alternatively, the image can be used to house and 
display larger scale databases from other data types, such as audio recordings or photography.  Future work will be in developing the 
ability to "pick up" data via drone fly-over and aggregation of citizen science data from multiple sites.

Data Storage
While we used small data sizes, large databases are able 
to be accommodated by backing up data from Jetstream 
to Wrangler (XSEDE’s large science storage machine).  All 
of this hardware is off site, leading to stable access and 
service, requiring only a browser from on-site.

Remote Data Collection
Data collection is driven by commercially available sensors 
linked to Raspberry Pis.  Our demos use a variety of 
sensors from temperature to Infrared.  Data is pushed as 
small messages to Jetstream, which are very forgiving of 
limited bandwidth and intermittent connection.

Future Directions
In the future, we plan to allow 
for further features, such as data 
pick up via drone fly-by (great if 
you have a limited network on 
site) and applications of other 
sensors, such as video and 
audio.

Citizen Science
The same set up can be used to aggregate data from 
citizen science projects in diverse locations.  The data is 
sent via MQTT message to Jetstream, tagged, and added 
to the full database of data.

Focal Animal Studies
We have used this set up to use sensors to collect 
daily data on individual animals, adding an 
additional dimension to “nest cams”.  This set up 
allows researchers to monitor bee hive 
temperatures or nest choice/success factors
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Technical Details
The technical details of how 
to set up the Raspberry Pis
as well as the Jetstream 
Image are included in the 
documentation and on the 
image itself.  

This setup was initially 
developed during a 
Jetstream REU project in the 
Summer of 2018 at Indiana 
University in conjunction with 
NCGAS.

Visualization for Collaboration or Public
We have developed two default options for presenting data on a pre-built
Drupal website.  The first is using Node Red to take a flat file (JSON 
format) and produce real time data and graphs without the need for a 
database (though it can be saved as one.  Alternatively, data can be 
delivered directly to a database on the Jetstream instance (a more 
secure option).  Data can then be queried using R or other scripts and 
results can be presented on the site.  

Drupal allows for the page-by-page control of access, allowing for 
publicly viewable sections as well as collaborator – controlled by a 
simple point and click interface.  

Demo Data
We implemented both options 
on our demo site – the first 
being a single Raspberry Pi 
with seven sensors attached, 
monitoring an animal habitat. 
This set up uses the direct 
stream option and Node Red to 
produce the graphs (top).

Additionally, we used three 
separate Raspberry Pis to 
stream single sensor data to 
one database, and used R to 
produce daily graphs (bottom).
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